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Intro & 
Overview
It is with great pleasure that we introduce the BA (Hons) Interior Design class of 
2021, an extremely talented group of designers with exciting futures ahead of them. 
Throughout the upcoming pages are innovative, creative and forward-thinking 
projects produced by this year. The work you will view explores many aspects of 
Interior Design practice through both practical and theoretical explorations and 
every student has proven that they have what it takes to deliver a project from 
concept through to completion.  

We are extremely proud of the resilience and hard work the cohort have 
demonstrated in what has been an especially challenging year! The students 
have demonstrated that with their own passion and perseverance they can 
overcome - making them stronger and more creative designers. Having been 
exposed to numerous skills and areas from within the industry, they have each 
honed their own practice and formulated their own direction as they enter the world 
of the professional designer. They have responded with energy and creativity to 
every challenge presented to them, with results that often surpass our expectations.  

To the graduating students, it has been a pleasure teaching you, especially given this 
very difficult year. We would like to take this opportunity to thank you all for your 
creativity, your drive and grit when it mattered most! We have strived to push you 
and you have always risen to the challenge. You have succeeded in becoming fully 
fledged professional Interior designers and we look forwards to hearing about your 
future endeavours as qualified designers in the real world. Congratulations and well 
done, you are the future of design, and we are really excited to see what it brings!... 

And remember, when times get tough... “NEVER, NEVER, NEVER GIVE UP” - Win-
ston Churchill

Robbie Brown, Programme Leader, on behalf of the Interior Design teaching staff. 

Course Team: 

Robbie Brown, Phil O’Shaughnessy, Natasha Smith, 
George Lovesmith, Frankie Loam, Joe Ravenhill, 
Maxine Burge.  
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abigailthorne@hotmail.co.uk

Abigail
Berryman-Thorne

@abigailthornedesign

www.abigailthornedesign.wixsite.com

An aspiring hospitality interior designer with a passion for colour, pattern 
and textiles. My design concepts are typically drawn from handcraft and 
multimedia experimentation, which inspire my layout design through to 
detail and finishing choices. My experimentations over the last 3 years 
have allowed me to develop a strong identity within my design and 
visualisation style.  

A textile makerspace in Bristol’s Bookbinder House, commissioned 
by The Crafts Council. The space has a focus on working with your 
hands, through yarn spinning, dyeing and hand weaving. The design 
offers an opportunity for makers to leave their mark and add to the 
building’s story. The shed aims to address the capitalist, industrialist textile 
industry by providing studio areas to go back in time where there was 
an emphasis on the handmade and individual craftsmanship.

The Shed
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a.a-s@outlook.com

Adam Al Shantir
As an eager interior designer with a broad spectrum of interests within 
the creative field, my curiosity with design and its ability to enhance the 
world around us is what drives my creative practice.  Ultimately, I strive to 
create designs in which the natural world and the man-made cohabitate 
harmoniously, and provide the user or inhabitant with a unique 
experience that displays the astounding ability our surroundings have 
in shaping our lives. As designers, I believe that we have a tremendous 
responsibility to make well-consiered decisions when it comes to 
the health and wellbeing of our planet. 

Hive was conceived by searching for ways in which other lifeforms could 
inspire the design process and enhance the living experience.  Bee’s 
travel extensively and are incredibly social creatures that live in large 
communities where they work as a team to ensure the success and 
safety of the colony. This inspired me to come up with a design that 
supports a diverse community of people with spaces focusing on 
connectivity between indoor and outdoor areas. Practicing playfulness 
and freedom of movement through the design, and reducing constraints 
to a bare minimum, residents will be provided with a wide range of 
facilities and spaces to encourage spontaneity and exploration. 

A.AS

Hive
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ammar.kh20@gmail.com

Ammar Khorshed

@khorshedesign

www.ammarkh20.wixsite.com

A passionate interior designer who has a strong relationship with 
creativity and authenticity. I am able to bring concepts to life through 
models and visualizations. I strive to innovate spaces to add character 
and boldness. Everything around me inspires my work, I believe there 
is greater aesthetic value to the unnoticed detail. Having synesthesia 
has given me the ability to design with a unique approach. I love to be 
hands-on with my clients to achieve their needs and desires. Whilst 
designing I focus on all elements to a design (form, function, sound, 
scent and touch) to achieve an overall unique user experience. 

Selfish, is a wellness centre / retreat, aiding peoples physical and 
mental wellbeing throughout different spaces. To create this, I have used the 
elements earth, water and air for my design scheme. I am going to 
create a connected community space for like-minded people. The buildings’ 
location and natural surrounding have inspired an environment that 
allows people to reconnect with nature and oneself, hence Selfish. 

Selfish
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billyjopierce@hotmail.co.uk

Billy-Jo Pierce

@billyjopierce

www.bjxp1997.wixsite.com

A Sustainable designer with an eye for “wowing” clients. If you are 
looking for years of experience and an unwavering eye for detail, 
BXJP//Design is the right Interior Designer for you. Since 2016, I have 
been bringing great style and creativity to clients all across Bristol, 
Birmingham, Valencia & even The Gambia. 

Putting creativity on the map for having a new collaborative space, my 
design draws on the history of the Downs, embracing and celebrating 
the Brutalist Architecture. My space will encourage people to forget 
about the stresses of life and focus solely on being creative in a biophilic 
dream. This space can be used to collaborate and to network, as well 
as be used to focus on independent pieces which they may wish to sell 
in the gift shop. The open fabrication space will allow the public to get 
hands-on and step away from the Digital world. I believe everybody 
has something to teach no matter how big or small, and this space will 
encourage this. 

Cultural Creative Learning & Collaborating Centre 
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With a passion for Art and Design, I am an aspiring Interior Designer. I 
express myself through creating spaces and atmospheres using my 
design process and development of materials, sketching, models and concept 
experimentation. Creating meaningful and conceptual spaces excites me 
and allows me to show my designs and thought process physically whilst 
also considering how someone may feel within a space. 

‘Syncopation’. This design uses the idea of Syncopation in creating a space 
that allows each element of the concept to play a part in creating the 
atmosphere. Research, design and development all work together in the 
same way rhythms play together in a piece of music. Syncopation allows a 
journey through the space providing an experience that works alongside 
phenomenology and the concept allowing each individual to have their own 
unique experience. Using every element of the concept to promote and 
celebrate Jazz and the dark sky providing a powerful message that will 
leave people having a positive experience. 

011

clairesartoridesign@hotmail.com

Claire Sartori

@sartoridesign

www.clairesartori.wixsite.com

Syncopation
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daniela_francesca2009@yahoo.com

@dani.b.designs

www.bdesigns543373186.wordpress.com

Daniela-Francesca
Belean
I am an enthusiastic Interior Designer whose focus is sustainability and model 
making. As a Designer, I understand the importance of sustainability and 
prioritising the planet so I focus on creating as little impact on the environment 
as I can through my designs. As for my design process, it has become apparent, 
through my years at university, that I think through making. So, I have a great 
passion for creating models, whether it is simple concept models or detailed final 
models. 

I am designing a Wellbeing Centre that focuses on allowing people to let out 
their emotions in a safe space. According to the opponent process theory, if you 
experience a strong emotion that is instantly followed by another, opposing, strong 
emotion, it offers a more pleasurable feeling. I have applied this theory to my 
project by designing a smash room, where people can let out their anger by 
destroying old, recycled objects, immediately followed by a calming workshop 
environment, where they can turn the broken pieces into something new. The aim 
is to show that there is beauty in being broken. 

DB

The Beauty in Being Broken 
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emmakayne@blueyonder.co.uk

Emma Kayne
As an Interior Designer, I believe in the power of good design 
realising the potential of any space and making it work for the inhabitants. 
I have a strong understanding of how interiors come together, from the 
architecture of a space to the elements which will inhabit it. This involves 
considered choices teamed with detailed research and planning.    

Designing bespoke fittings and materials which have a relationship with 
a space is my strong point. I am very hard-working, passionate about 
design and always learning new techniques which aid my design process and 
development. 

The Acraman Art Museum is aimed at putting Bristol on the map for 
having a new major International Standard Art Museum, The Acraman 
design draws on the heritage of the building to insert new additions, both 
internally and externally, which create spaces that welcome all visitors and 
lead them on a journey as they navigate the building and the exhibitions. 

Art Galleries, Social Spaces and Educational Facilities are all combined 
to deliver welcoming spaces for the users, with flexible options for the 
curators to show a wide variety of Art of all genres. The Acraman is all 
about being a destination space which embraces its guests.

@thedepartmentofdesigns

www.thedepartmentofdesigns.com

The Acraman Art Museum  
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emmajtdesign@gmail.com

Emma Taylor

@emmajtdesign

www.emmajtdesign.com

I am an incredibly motivated creative, with a passion for raw 
materials and minimalistic design. Throughout my time at university, I
have expanded my technical skills by working with industry standard 
digital software whilst gaining hands on fabrication experience. By 
combining these aspects with the study of design theory, I have refined 
my own style, aesthetic and personal branding. I am very much looking 
forward to this next chapter and developing my skillset even further.   

This Water Tower conversion into a lounge bar space is designed to 
take full advantage of the ever-changing 360-degree panoramic view. 
The space is inspired by the continuous flow of water, which has 
informed the spatial planning, lighting and flooring choices. With the 
flexibility of moveable privacy screens, (whose form were developed 
from crushed ice photography); the space can be adapted to meet 
users’ requirements, along with an elevated space for clients to lounge, 
dine and enjoy the landscaped views across the Durdham Downs, 
whatever the weather.

Frozen Over Lounge Bar  
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hannahmegant@gmail.com

Hannah
Thompson

@hanninteriors

www.hannahmegant.wixsite.com

I am an aspiring high-end residential designer with a passion for 
bespoke interiors that celebrate materials and textures. I believe that 
interiors should stand the test of time and encompass comfort, 
sophistication and practicality. Most importantly, interior design should 
tailor to each client and their definition of luxury. My design concepts 
are typically a combination of findings from site analysis, engagement 
with design theory and material exploration, which, in conjunction with 
one another, I find creates a rich process. 

Somnio House is a private residence that connects the inhabitant to the 
elements of water, air and earth and allows the mind to be set free to 
daydream in each space. The concept aims to connect the Water 
Tower and Reservoir through an excavation underneath the Tower, 
sending the client on a journey through the earth, moving through the 
house and elements simultaneously. Somnio House provides a unique 
opportunity to engage with the unconscious mind in three intimate and 
conceptual spaces and adds an element of ceremony to everyday life.

Somnio House   
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www.hmingoart.com

Holly Mingo

@hollymingo

I am a unique abstract art designer, exploring the relationships between 
art and design through theory and practice. Creating abstract forms 
and textures to innovate future design works. 

A multidisciplinary creative studio inspired by biophilic and antonymic
design concepts. This space aims to offer an area for independent and
collaborative developmental working through a range of user
experiences. With multiple components to this design, opportunity
 is offered through inhouse exhibition and event space giving freedom 
and possibility to aspiring creatives. 

HM

STUDIO PRAXIS  
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iulia.moldovan99@gmail.com

Iulia Moldovan

@idesign_by_iulia 

www.iuliamoldovan99.wixsite.com

I am a creative and enthusiastic aspiring Interior Designer. I have an 
inquisitive mind and find motivation in the joy of learning-by-doing 
to resolve problems. My design manifesto is a fundamental attitude 
towards the surrounding environment. I aim to create meaningful 
environments which focus on the experience as well as aesthetics. 
My drive is to first understand the space’s authenticity, values and 
characteristics, in order to be able to create quality interiors that 
move people through different atmospheres and ambiences. I design 
innovative and imaginative projects, with a strong synthesis of concept 
from research to design implementation. 

Breathing Life Hammam is a Spa Resort with Turkish influences, 
located within the Water Tower and Reservoir at Drudham Down, 
Bristol. An oasis surrounded by a biophilic environment, clean air and 
mesmerizing views. The Hammam provides a holistic experience where 
people are invited to relax, socialise and engage with all their senses. The 
atmosphere within the interior spaces encourages the sense of 
presence and existence, while boosting the sense of meaning in life. 
A place where people choose to belong to the built environment, 
experience the space and exist in the present. 

Breathing Life Hammam    
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jasminemillerdesigns@outlook.com

Jasmine Miller

@jasminemillerdesigns

www.jasminemillerdesigns.wixsite.com

An aspiring Hospitality Interior Designer with a playful edge. My main 
focus is creating memorable experiences in my designs that will ‘wow’ 
people, from the layout of space to the materials used. While also 
thinking about how the senses can be played upon to change or 
enhance people’s perception of a space.  

BEMUSE is a multi-sensory art installation dining experience, using 
science to change our perception of flavour. Diners move through the 
exhibition rooms while encountering the different ways science can 
change the perception of flavour in food and drink.  

The restaurant follows the flavour matrix and the principles of food 
pairing to create plant-based unexpected food matches which, 
combined with science and art, create an unforgettable experience for 
the senses. The bar reflects the 18th-century brandy and glass history 
of Bristol, infusing brandy in the cellar and serving drinks made with it 
in the bar. 

BEMUSE  
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odorcarmen48@gmail.com

Karmen Odor

@karmenodesign

As a Designer, my intent is to produce honest and emotional design 
that is accessible to all types of audiences. Using contemporary and 
simple form allowing the audience to easily understand the aesthetic. 
I have a keen interest in human psychology and would like to explore 
how it is applied in design. 

The COVID-19 pandemic brought a lot of changes worldwide. The 
pandemic has affected multiple businesses as well as the health 
industry. This became a threat to people’s mental health. 

I have designed a Wellbeing Clinic (with wellness centre aspects) 
specifically for people whose mental health has suffered from the 
pandemic, this institution is also ideal for those who have already been 
suffering from previous mental health problems.   

This clinic focuses on helping people to be more present and 
celebrate the small joys. It will help people practice mindfulness through 
meditation, yoga and other similar of activities. 

KO

Wellbeing Clinic    
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@kennadesign

www.kennaaimie.wixsite.com

Kenna-Aimie
Hickton
An aspiring Interior Designer who loves to branch out and learn 
across disciplines when creating a project. I thrive in learning and 
understanding all areas of my design from research to concept and 
proposal, in order to create a well thought out and innovative piece of 
spatial design. I believe that the future of design for practitioners today 
is to create and make detailed decisions with a full understanding of 
how that will impact the user positively both physically and mentally. I 
create conscious design that considers user experiences and details to 
create a unique impactful atmosphere for all. 

The Shell is the UK’s first blue mind piece of spatial design. Using the 
ideas around contrast theory and neuroscience, The Shell is designed to 
transport people from a city stressed state of mind to an idealistic state 
using the information and resources we have today on how the brain 
works. The Shell through function, material, colour and spatial qualities 
relaxes the intuitive part of the brain to improve wellbeing. The Shell does 
this by understanding how we intuitively react to our environment and 
using the correct spatial atmosphere to adjust our state of mind.

The Shell   
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chokun2563@hotmail.com

Kritamuk
Chiraamphairat
I am an emerging Interior Designer who responds with enthusiasm and 
creativity to any given project or brief. I believe that my innovative 
nature and passion will help me to develop within the industry. I am also 
a quick learner, and I am able to adapt quickly to new surroundings. 

Arharn is a Thai fine dining restaurant in the Bristol water tower which 
is located at Durdham Down. Arharn would invite guests to dine 
under the stars, inspired by ‘Dine in the Dark’. The restaurant 
encourages each customer to feel as though they are taking a trip to 
Thailand, where they can learn some Thai history on their visit to 
Arharn. Customers would also be able to buy fresh produce
grown and used by the restaurant back home. The main design 
concept of Arharn is to use the site disadvantages of Durdham 
Down,  such as darkness and strong wind, as an opportunity to design 
something for everyone.

@chokun_id

www.kritamuk.weebly.com

Arharn
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@lauren_gallop_design

laurengallopdesign@outlook.com
www.laurengallopdesign.wixsite.com

I am a highly motivated, passionate designer. I pride myself on 
designing bold projects, that reflect the site and project. I believe a 
good design is one that encourages emotional responses and I aim 
to manipulate mood and emotion through space. I am a determined 
perfectionist and feel I have great attention to detail in my designs. 
I believe design should make an impact on and improve lives. All my 
projects have a strong connection to nature, I think it is important to 
reconnect to our natural surroundings. I thoroughly enjoy model making, 
material play and prefer to communicate my design through sketches. 

The Mori Project is a Woodcraft Centre, with a link to the building’s 
history. Aiding stress and loneliness particularly after the Covid-19 
Pandemic, through craft and community. Visitors will be encouraged to 
work with their hands to slow down the mind and build confidence to 
improve wellbeing. The design is inspired by Shinrin Yoku, developed in 
Japan, translating to ‘Forest Bathing’ and is the practice of immersing 
in the forest atmosphere. The Root’s Café is inspired by Mycorrhizal 
Fungi and how it allows trees to communicate and as a community. The 
centre’s core focus is mental wellbeing and community empowerment.  

The Mori Project
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marifrnc@gmail.com

Mariana
Franco Lima

@marifrnc

I am a curious designer striving to bring client’s stories and values 
to life through inspiring spaces and well-crafted solutions. Materials, 
memories and meanings drive my designs, which I always approach with 
a fresh mindset and a strong sense of purpose. My background in PR, 
and multi-cultural outlook, give me the confidence to navigate various 
environments and understand individual needs and visions. A creative 
and analytical personality equip me to deliver elegant, practical - yet 
surprising - long-lasting design solutions. 

Set in a magnificent repurposed building by the river, The 
RippleHub Bristol is a place to celebrate healthy food, empower local 
businesses and learn about Planet-friendly eating. Comprising of an 
indoor market, home-cooked food shop, café with river views, ample 
event and educational spaces and a restaurant showcasing a host of 
guest-chefs, the RippleHub has community spirit at its heart. Referencing 
the body of water surrounding the site, the design combines the original 
building with well-considered bespoke additions to create a series of 
interconnected and inviting spaces fitted with natural materials.   

RippleHub Bristol - Shop, eat & learn by the water 
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noenoeuni@gmail.com

Noe Mi

@designbyjamon

www.mieimyatnoeoo.wixsite.com

I am an enthusiastic and creative emerging Interior Designer from 
Myanmar. As a designer, my goal is to explore and understand the 
relationship between functionality and aesthetics. I am an innovative 
and experimental designer with an understanding of the importance of 
effective communication.  

My proposal is to design a Myanmar culture centre; a place for various 
Myanmar communities living in the UK to come together as a whole 
in these tough times. Myanmar people living in the UK have been 
united more than ever and they need to expand their cultural footprint in 
order to raise awareness about the crisis that needs to be addressed in 
Myanmar. The following concept visuals display a project that is dear 
to me, as I have portrayed what it would be like to have a home away 
from home. 

Myanmar Culture Centre
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hall.olivia@rocketmail.com

Olivia Hall

@oliviahall.designs 

As a designer I enjoy exploring and experimenting with materials 
to develop bespoke finishes. Texture, surfaces, and colour play an 
important role in my designs; and I strongly believe that they can 
impact the atmosphere and aesthetic of a space which can also affect 
a person’s wellbeing. I also have an understanding and appreciation of 
how light and shadow interact with an interior space creating depth and 
dimension. Making use of sustainable products is intrinsic to my designs 
in order to protect and care for the environment for future generations.   

During this project, I aimed to design a new sustainable product from 
waste materials due to the global problem within the design industry 
of how to make use of waste. I designed a textured bespoke wall tile 
finish for a luxury targeted audience, inspired by turning scrunched 
waste paper and recycled ceramic pottery into a new sustainable 
product. These tiles were created by using scrunched waste paper and 
crank clay remodeled as bespoke wall tile designs. 

Scranked
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041

Sam Ward

www.samwardinteriors.wixsite.com

I pride myself on taking a very hands-on approach to design projects, 
with the creation process of scale models and material studies being my 
strongest trait. I keep my work practical, relevant, and creative. I enjoy 
experimenting and creating new materials within my design work and 
believe that practical trial and error is the best form of learning in the 
world of design.  

SOLAR celebrates the dark sky discovery site that is Durham Downs 
and the water tower that features within this site. SOLAR works to 
educate younger generations and teach them about the 
importance of time and space, while also working closely with the 
Bristol Astronomy Society and The University of Bristol. SOLAR 
provides educational and interactive areas accompanied by a light 
galleryand a series of sculpture galleries to give an experience of 
both astronomy and art.

SW

SOLAR - Astronomy and Gallery Centre
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sarahsgreenall@gmail.com 

Sarah Greenall

@sarahgreen.all

www.sarah3greenall.wixsite.com

I am an adventurous and passionate Interior Designer. Favouring 
a hands-on approach, I adapt and challenge the norm with an open 
mind and heart. I hope to be able to design community and well-being 
based projects as my key focus. I am keen to gain more knowledge and 
insight with each of my endeavours to hone my creative intuition,
widen my horizons, and for personal growth. 

Enfold is an oasis for women away from the stresses of their homes, 
a safe space for communication of like-minded individuals and 
connection of the mind, body and soul. I want to build a space for 
women to meet, discuss, move, relax and heal. Taking the history of 
Durdham Downs Water Tower, the rising concern of the safety of women 
and wellness into account and looking at protection, feminist
movements and massage therapies as concepts for my design.
I hope to build a space that considers the struggles of women 
and teaches them about the history of feminism. 

Enfold
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eunischancsy@hotmail.com

Siu Chan

@eunischan1988

www.siu6chan.wixsite.com

I am a passionate interior design professional with expansive 
international design experience, specialising in high-end Residential 
& Hospitality projects. My portfolio also includes projects in Retail, 
Commercial spaces, and Education. I am a problem-solver immersed 
in design, with a clear ambition to improve the way people live their 
lives. I aim to bring my wealth of experience to every project and to 
create spaces with their own sense of identity and character. In the 
future, I hope to continue and develop my experience practising in 
Hospitality Design, to creating bespoke projects in different cities 
around the globe.

BODYARD is a spa and hotel that represents the history of Durdham 
Downs Water Tower and celebrates the local plant life. BODYARD 
encourages people on a journey to embrace their inner herbalist 
spirit and explore how to boost their physical and mental health through 
the natural healing legacy of plants. My design also regenerates the 
reservoir and water tower, while embracing the meaningful use of water 
for Bristol people in history and the healing qualities of hot water. The 
project also aims to improve the neighbourhood and its citizens’ life, 
using this unique geography as an advantage in the backyard of Bristol. 

BODYARD 
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ophiedickeson@gmail.com

Sophie Dickeson

@sophiesdesigns

www.sophiejuliettedesi.wixsite.com

I am driven by sustainability, value and historical context. These help 
me to explore a strong concept for projects and allow me to develop 
meaning within my designs, which is of high importance to me in my 
practice. I enjoy sketching and visualizing, I believe these are two of 
my strongest skills. I am also passionate about materials and texture. 
I especially enjoy discovering materials origins, in order to guarantee 
sustainability and ensure that my design will have the smallest effect on 
the planet as possible.    

The Green House is a sustainability learning centre, inspired by the 
concept of the layers of a tree. It focuses on the growing, cooking 
and eating of food in a field to fork experience. The centre includes a 
sensory garden and a Lino printing studio - an ode to the building’s 
creative past. The design utilizes sustainable materials to inform the 
project and celebrate the building’s history. Birch bark is important 
to my design, for its stress-relieving properties. It snakes through the 
building in the form of an installation, allowing the users to learn better 
in a relaxed environment. 

The Green House  

047
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zainabskhalaf@gmail.com

Zainab Khalaf

@bespoke_ambedo

www.bespoke-ambedo.wixsite.com

An authentic Interior Designer focused on creating unique experiences
filled with new perspectives. As an inspiring designer, I believe in 
designing spaces that awaken the senses and act as a second skin, using
psychology to understand how people inhabit space. By understanding
a space and how it will be used, one can create an impactful and 
immersive experience. My projects also hone in on the importance 
of environmental design by using eco-friendly materials and finding 
innovative ways to meld design and sustainability. I love to try my hand 
at new things and I am always up for a challenge.   

A food sustainability hub that is centred around the idea of a journey 
through the ‘sea’ of the food industry from a-z. This includes harvesting, 
packaging, cooking and then serving the food all through sustainable 
means, creating opportunities for eco-friendly local restaurants and 
suppliers to strengthen their community bonds. Taking inspiration from 
the nearby docks, the space is an extension of such, with lit-up swathes 
of fabric acting as ‘waves’ that encompass the space and envelop 
visitors on each floor. The space thrives on being a hub for knowledge, 
be it from the library to the workshops provided. 

Subaqueous Sojourn 
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Thank
Yous ...

We would like to take this opportunity to thank all the Fabrication 
Team as well as colleagues in the library, careers and student support 
areas, who have all worked tirelessly to help and guide our 
graduates throughout their creative journey on the course. We would 
like to thank all the Associate Lecturers, visiting speakers and industry 
professionals who help make our course a great learning environment 
for our students. We would like to thank everybody who has been 
involved in the production of this degree yearbook with a special 
mention to our Programme Support Assistant, Claudia Brewster, 
for putting it all together. Finally, we would like to congratulate the 
graduating cohort of students and wish them every success as they 
embark on their own design careers or postgraduate study in the 
years ahead.  

Course Team: 

Robbie Brown, Phil O’Shaughnessy, Natasha Smith, George Lovesmith, 
Frankie Loam, Joe Ravenhill, Maxine Burge.  
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Content
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Interior design is an exciting field that bridges the boundaries 
between architecture, art and design. 

Interior designers take a holistic approach to space, designing every 
element from structural interventions to specifying materials. Working 
to a level similar to that of an architect, they design for the retail 
industry, commercial offices, art galleries, private homes and the 
hotel and leisure sector.  

Learn a wide range of skills from our dedicated team, with an 
emphasis on the creative design process and ‘learning by doing’. 

Develop critical awareness of environments, applying new skills to 
a variety of briefs. Take part in workshops, seminars, lectures and 
tutorials and engage with peer and self-assessment, contributing 
meaningfully to your group. 

Developing Practice in Interior Design 
Creative Analysis. 
Plus, optional modules from: 
International Exchange or Developing Practice in Interior Design 2. 
Professional Practice and Work Experience in Interior Design 2 or 
Collaborate. 

Year One  

Credit: Iulia Moldovan MABBOO Retail Store

Introduction to Interior Design 
Exploring Practice in Interior Design 
Professional Practice and Work Experience in Interior Design 
Critical Perspectives. 

Year Two 

Preparation for Extended Study in Interior Design 
Extended Study in Interior Design 
Professional Practice and Work Experience in Interior Design 3 
Independent Research Project.

Final Year



Where to
Find us?
University of the West of England
City Campus at Bower Ashton
Kennel Lodge Road
Bristol BS3 2JT

Instagram : @uweinteriordesign

Email : interiordesign@uwe.ac.uk

Bower Ashton Campus
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Interiordesign@uwe.ac.uk

@uweinteriordesign


